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MAY MINUET AT TEN MILE RIVER PRESERVE
Donna Galotto

For the second time in two months, the Ten Mile River Club welcomed the Travelers 
to their beautiful facility.  After several days of beautiful balmy weather, shoot day 
arrived overcast and cold, but the welcome was as warm and sunny as ever.  The rain 
held off but the cold and wind didn’t.  Conditions helped create some even more 
challenging shots than may have been planned.

The format for this shoot was a throwback to earlier Traveler’s shoots when few 
people understood exactly how to read a menu and shoot a variety of presentations 
on a single stand.  There were several stands throughout the course that had two shot 
singles, then report pairs with alternating targets first, then a true pair.  While this 
type of format slows the shooting to a certain extent, it is enjoyable and valuable.  By 
looking at the targets individually and again as pairs, you can see different ways to 
approach and break targets, things you may not see shooting the same presentation 
several times on a stand.

My favorite presentation was out at the northern end of the property (3 or 4, I think). 
It had a rabbit from the left and an incoming quartering bird off a tower from the 
right.  The speeds and angles were very different and presented a great example of 
the need to look at targets that are presented as a pair as individual targets not as a 
group.  The shots were distinctly different and challenging but very fair and hittable 
in any of the combinations.  The same can be said for the entire course.  Kudos to 
Tom Comolli and the staff at Ten Mile for a great course.

At the conclusion of the shooting we were quickly taxied down the hill to the lodge 
for yet another fabulous meal prepared and presented by Ten Mile’s in house staff of 
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culinary wizards.  I start looking forward to the pulled pheasant as soon as the shoot 
dates are announced.

As frequently happens lately, Jim Muller led the field with an excellent 98.  Jim’s 
average with the Traveler’s is 94.33.  Very impressive indeed.

A couple of important notes to all members of the Connecticut Travelers:  Please be 
sure that John Hachman, who works so diligently to keep our database accurate, has 
your birth date so that you are properly entered in all age based concurrents.  If you 
an NSCA member please be sure to check off your name and NOTE any class changes 
on the sheet that Bob Schrager puts up at each shoot.  Also be sure to put your $5 in 
the envelope that is also on the board each month.  Thanks Bob, without your help 
many people would not have enough registered targets to remain in their class at a 
state shoot or other big shoot, but would have to compete in a higher class.  Last but 
by no means least; check to be sure your NRA membership is up to date.  Al has asked 
that we all do this and you will need to provide your number to renew for 2010.

Many thanks to Jim Muncie, Gary Hall and the entire staff at the Ten Mile River 
Preserve for sharing your great facility with us in the middle of spring turkey season 
when you are so busy with membership responsibilities.  We truly appreciate all the 
extra effort that was put forth to make sure this shoot was better than ever. 

We can all look forward to the opening of the new public course slated to open in July 
under the guidance of the Ten Mile management.  They have demonstrated time and 
time again that they are willing to do things with just a little extra and bring even 
more enjoyment to the game for all of us.



Award Score Person
HOA 98 Jim Muller
CL1 - 1 90 Lavert Cypher
CL1 - 2 86 Ed Davies
CL1 - 3 83 Roy Rohel
CL2 - 1 85 Mike Primavera
CL2 - 2 83 John Lawlor
CL2 - 3 81 John Hachmann
CL3 - 1 87 Martin Schroeder
CL3 - 2 84 Paul Elsenboss
CL3 - 3 81 Artie Tonucci
CL4 - 1 75 Don Brenton
CL4 - 2 74 Richard Burns
CL4 - 3 73 Dick Malin
CL5 - 1 71 Donna Galotto
CL5 - 2 70 Robert Markarain
CL5 - 3 63 Chris Davis
CL6 - 1 32 Holtzman
CL6 – 2 29 Stephanie Thomas
LY1 72 Olive Lawlor
LY2 63 Noel Fuecht
LY3 61 Carol Roesslein
LY4 59 Lindsay Davis
Jr. Champ 70 Kristen Hachmann
JR RU 53 Aidan Burns
JR3 38 Morgan Burns
V1 Champ 88 Jim Kline
V1 RU 86 Paul Elia
V2 Champ 74 Fred Roesslein
V2 RU 73 Jim Henion
Guest 
Champ 86 Bill Schlegel

12th ANNUAL TOUR de MERRYLANDE
Carol and Fred Roesslein

Well folks, this grand event is over again.  The big winners were the 73 participants 
who attended.  The Keystone Ramblers sent 19 of their finest to face off with the 



Travelers against some great targets.  As usual, Bob Schrager  & Gwyn Grant deserve 
heaps of gratitude and credit for a superbly organized trip.

For us, this trip means the beginning of spring, no more winter clothes, although we 
have encountered snow several time in years past.  Our five hour trip was through 
heavy rain, thunder, lightning; real scary stuff.  We decided to eat lunch in 
Middletown, Maryland rather than shoot in the rain.  Good choice, Lo & behold, the 
skies were clearing as we left Applebees. By the time we got to Schrader’s the 
sporting gods showed mercy, and a nice afternoon lay ahead.  Apparently though, a 
few Ramblers and Travelers who came early and shot at Hopkins got severely 
drenched.

Schrader’s offers a 24 station course with a wide selection of targets; rabbit, teal and 
tower shots.  The wind really played havoc on the target presentations in the back 
field, especially the ones coming off the tower.  I think my favorite targets were the 
two tower stations in the woods (not that we hit them all).  They were very 
challenging and you needed a little bit of luck.  We had a little wait at this station for 
the towers to be filled but were kept entertained by Karen Blake drawing a heart in 
the dirt with her and Bob’s initials (ain’t love grand!). I believe Fred lost to Ed again. 
In fact, I think I also beat him, which doesn’t happen too often. Schrader’s offers 
three five stand presentations and wobble.  They are worthy of being called a world 
class sporting clays course.

Friday night we all met up at Harris’ Crab House for cocktails and dinner. They 
brought around platters of crab and shrimp.  All the tables had hammers to use for 
beating the crabs apart. I guess I should have paid more attention to Ed Davies’ e-mail 
with instructions on how exactly to go about eating the crabs.  Luckily, they also had 
chicken for those who couldn’t quite figure it out.  For the crab enthusiast it was like 
being in crab heaven.

We made our way to Pintail Point on Saturday where we would stay all day.  Pintail is 
a beautiful club that offers a diverse 22 stations.  They have a nice mix of simos, 
reports and rabbits along with several tower stations. Here we encountered winds of 
about 25 mph which made the targets go in crazy directions with no two alike! I 
actually enjoyed it; I seem to do better shooting instinctively rather than using my 
brain. 

The morning was rather slow and a little confusing.  They had a large group of 4H and 
Boy Scouts as well as a Safari International group on the course.  In spite of the delay 
it was nice to see so many young people enjoying this shooting sport.  We enjoyed a 
wonderful buffet lunch (best ever lunch) at the clubhouse before heading out again to 
try our luck.  This time we varied it a little bit with presentations.  We shot whatever 
mix on the stations we wanted.  The wind was still with us!

We ran into Al on the course and he told us he was just getting ready to shoot when 
his cell phone went off.  It was George Parsons announcing he was a grandfather for 



the first time, a beautiful baby girl 8# 11 oz. named Lila.  This was the first trip 
George has missed since we started. Congratulations George - perhaps we have 
another future junior.

Saturday night we made our way to Harris’ again for a magnificent buffet with crab 
imperial and steam ship round.  Al started the festivities off with introducing 
everyone to the Venditto family; Tom, Lorraine, Andy and Dan who are new Travelers 
and were making a family venture out of the trip.  Al presented Andy and Dan with 
Traveler goodies. Amber and Andre Kirylak also were called up to the podium to 
acknowledge their participation as parent and junior and were given a picture of the 
two of them together.  Andre got quite choked up; his little junior is becoming quite 
the young lady.  Another family venture worth noting is Ed Davies and his daughter, 
Lindsey, who now has her husband Chris and best friend Joel shooting.  There was 
quite the competition going between the three of them!  Now all we have to do is get 
Candy into the act.  As far as I’m concerned this is what the Travelers are all about—a 
social group that the whole family can participate in together and also make lasting 
friendships.

Tom Gravina spoke about how the Keystone Ramblers now have 130+ members now. 
Tom also reiterated that with the Ramblers’ membership for the Travelers at 
Nemacolin you can shoot 100 sporting clays with cart for $90.00.  Also a 15% discount 
off dinner and accommodations. The Ramblers generously presented gift certificates 
for a round of sporting clays at Nemacolin for our raffle.

After our usual thousands of dollars raffle give away for lucky ticket holders, Fred and 
I were sung a rousing Happy Birthday from table 85 (George, Carl, Dan, Art and 
Noelle).  They must have practiced all day, thanks so much.  Now, if they could only 
shoot as well as they sing it would be a hell of an act.  I also saw some very nice 
Travelers pass their winnings off to the Venditto boys.

Sunday found us heading home with a stop at Prince George County Sporting Grounds. 
Anyone who passed up this venue to shoot at M & M or Hopkins don’t know what they 
missed. Prince George has to be one of the finest facilities we have ever shot at—KICK 
YOURSELVES NOW!

The course is completely handicap accessible with blacktop walkways and swing away 
railing to accommodate wheel chair shooters.  They offer 23 stations with a mix of great 
targets; battue, rabbit, teal, tower and overheads.  In addition to sporting clays they 
offer skeet, trap, 5 stand and bunker trap. Their facilities are fully automated with voice 
or pull yourself capabilities.  Bunker trap is voice activated with up to 6 people at a time. 
There are 15 traps and 6 stations that you rotate after each shot.  The targets can come 
out of three different traps, in any direction.  The shots are fairly long and very fast. 
Once again I did pretty well with having to shoot instinctively.  If you have never tried 
bunker trap and you get the opportunity, don’t pass it up.



We ended our day on the 5 stand with Bob and Gwyn.  We decided to pull for ourselves 
rather than use voice activation as we were told the voice activation is very sensitive and 
we figured not being able to keep our mouths shut we would be better off with pulling for 
ourselves.  Everything was going fine and we were having a great time (challenging 
targets with a good variety) when we started getting targets that weren’t on the station 
menu.  Those were really a challenge not knowing what you were getting.  We finally 
realized that Bob skipped stand 5 and threw everything off.  Guess he was a little tired by 
then!

Thanks again to Bob, Gwyn and Al for all the time and effort they put into making these 
trips a success. Everyone is looking forward to the fall trip, which will be the weekend of 
October 2-4, 2009.  

A PERFECT TEN
Jeff Hunter

You couldn’t order a more perfect day for shooting than Sunday, April 19th.  Although the 
weatherman was calling for overnight showers, the only trace of foul weather was the 
cloudy skies at Ten Mile River Preserve.  Some brave Travelers even went to the dark part 
of their closet and plucked out a pair of shorts for the nearly sixty-degree day. 

Every event at Ten Mile River Preserve is 
top-notch and “Tax Time Revolt” was no 
exception.  Course manager Tommy Comolli 
and his crew managed to set a course with 
some new stations and challenges galore.  

Station one was a report pair of a right to 
left green bird and a left to right curling 
standard.  Did I mention they were both 
below your feet in a valley?  I’d be 
conservative in saying the targets were a 
good thirty or forty feet below your feet.

Station 7 was the TMRP signature FITASC-
like layout.  We had three pairs off four traps and no two pairs alike.  People that shoot a 
lot of five-stand might have been able to wrap their heads around it easier than I did. 
When I stepped out of the box after carding a dismal deuce, I heard Andrew Perlman 
chanting something to himself as he prepared for the onslaught.  Who said Sporting Clays 
wasn’t a thinking person’s game?

Station 11 had me completely flabbergasted.  The first bird appeared to be a simple 
quartering left to right outgoing standard.  Nothing fancy, it even generally followed a 
graded path.  I whiffed all three.  A few in my squad whiffed on at least two and nobody 
came out with all X’s.  I still don’t know what that target was doing. 



To round out the fun, station 14 was another interesting presentation.  The first bird was 
a right to left battue and its report was essentially a shot from H4 in skeet but a little bit 
lower.  Adding insult to injury, the target speed was cranked up to mach 6 and it 
disappeared behind a stand of trees in short order.  I set up on the right side of the box 
for my first pair so I could hit the battue late and I’d be right at the trap to jump on the 
crosser.   The crosser sprung from the trap and I had to play catch-up with my big 32” 
barrels and managed to bang my leading hand on the side of the stand as I was following 
through.   Believe me, you only want to do that once.

Super Statisticians Kristin and John Hachmann were busy at the keyboard tallying the 
scores as we all enjoyed BBQ ribs, Pheasant Dip, and a cornucopia of other goodies.  At 
one point I caught a glimpse of John with a rib in one hand and typing with the other. 
Then again, maybe I visited the open bar one too many times.   

The High Overall went to Jimmy Muller again to keep his winning streak alive at five. 
Jimmy brought home a case of ammo from North Atlantic Sportsman for his valiant effort. 
On a personal note, I had the privilege of shooting on a squad where five of my six squad 
mates made the trip to the winner’s podium.

Award Score Person
HOA 97 Jim Muller
CL1 - 1 90 Bill Bretschger
CL1 - 2 87 Dean Anglace
CL1 - 3 83 Brian Flanagan
CL2 - 1 89 Ed Davies
CL2 - 2 82 Bob Repella
CL2 - 3 80 Mike Primavera
CL3 - 1 84 Keith Anglace
CL3 - 2 78 Howard Weiss
CL3 - 3 78 Joe Sproviero
CL4 - 1 72 Jeff Hunter
CL4 - 2 70 Bob Schrager
CL4 - 3 69 Stephen Rice
CL5 - 1 66 Andrew Perlman
CL5 - 2 65 Craig Johnson
CL5 - 3 62 Bill Dineen
CL6 - 1 41 Kim Anglace
CL6 - 2 33 Mark Holtzman
CL6 - 3 14 Stephanie Thomas
LY1 85 Paula Moore
LY2 65 Donna Galloto
LY3 60 Debbe Christensen



V1 Champ 88 Bruce Galotto
V1 RU 83 Jim Kline
V2 Champ 78 Ted Fedun
V2 RU 77 Martin Schroeder
Guest 
Champ 85 Bill Schlegel

SHOOT WITH THE BIG DAWGS
Jeff Hunter

When the Saturday Shootout Series is scheduled at a new location, I never know how it’s 
going to be received.  When we originally scheduled “Shoot with the Big Dawgs” on March 
28th at Hendrick Hudson Fish & Game outside Albany, I figured it would be a 30-35 person 
shoot.  On Monday March 23rd I called Al Cole at HHFG and told him we would be about 
35-45 on Saturday.  On Thursday, I called him back indicating we would be 60 plus or 
minus a few walk-ons.  Seventy-Three showed up on Saturday and we had 13 full squads 
of shooters ready to go.

Al had ordered up a perfect day in the Weather Department and Mother Nature complied 
giving us a nearly 60 degree day with mostly sunny skies.  We had a strong showing from 
Travelers and guests from Central New York, the Hudson Valley, Western Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, Long Island, Canada, and a slew of HHFG regulars.

The drive from lower Fairfield County was a reasonable at a smidge over two hours if you 
weren’t detained by New York’s finest.  On the way up, John Lawlor mentioned that we 
are really spoiled in our area because there are so many quality places to shoot. 
Sometimes we forget that people would love to be at a place like Orvis Sandanona, Ten 
Mile River Preserve, or Fairfield County Fish & Game Protective Association in an hour.
The course at HHFG was laid out through some woods and a field.  There was a good mix 
of standard birds and specialty targets over 13 stations.  Most stations were 4 pairs with 
station number two being four two-shot singles on a quartering rabbit.

There was one target on station 7 that really bewildered some people (myself included). 
They called it a “squirrel”, but it was really a rabbit-like target that was really slow.  It 
came down a shallow ramp and popped out in the clear just barely rolling for about five 
feet before it rolled over.  It was so slow it almost required you to aim.  Fun target, but 
the each one was different so they would be hard to score in a tournament.

Two stations later at nine was an interesting use of the terrain.  A quartering bird was 
launched about 20 feet from the shooter going slightly left to right out over a ravine.  Its 
report was an all orange midi or mini (I still don’t know which) that skimmed up the 
ravine towards the shooter about five feet off the ground.  You had to get it quick or it 
would be out of sight.



Station one was a quartering in standard thrown from about 60 yards away and about 30 
feet up.  It started descending about the time you’d start to think about shooting at it 
and dropped quickly as it lost steam.  Station one’s report was a black midi thrown from 
behind you over your head almost like a reverse-driven target. 

Martin Blanchette came away with the HOA with a 94 proving the Canadians were 
definitely the Big Dawgs on this day.  After the shoot, the HHFG kitchen fired up the grill 
and provided us with hamburgers, hot dogs, and chili if you decided to stay for lunch. 
Everybody had a good time and appreciated the hospitality shown by the HHFG members. 

2009 STEAKS AND CLAYS
Bob Schrager

For many of us, the pleasant sights are 
the sights of orange clays breaking 
against a blue sky and the pleasant 
scent is the smell of spent gunpowder 
in a paper hull.  And the good news is 
that we can enjoy those scents and 
sights throughout the year.

There may be a lot of shooting between now and October, but since I sent out the first 
announcement, several people have told me that they want to be sure to reserve their 
spot on the trip.  Based upon early promises to attend, it looks like we again will have a 
fine turnout.  So mark your calendars and send in the attached reservation form.

Our Fall trip this year is “Lehigh Valley Clays, Steaks and Brews.” The Connecticut Travel
ers travel to Pennsylvania on October 2, 3 and 4, 2009 for sporting clays, grilled steaks 
and handcrafted beers.

We start off Friday afternoon at Whitetail Preserve.  www.whitetailpreserve.com . This is 
a 19 station sporting clays course set up by the internationally known course designer, 
Michael Davey.  We shot it last fall and the venue and the staff were both excellent.  Sat
urday, we shoot morning and afternoon, with lunch in the clubhouse, at Lehigh Valley 
Sporting Clays. www.lvsclays.com.  Many of us have been there before and know what a 
great club it is.  Their wobble trap, 5-Stand, and 17-station sporting clays course are set 
around an abandoned quarry and large fields that offers an unparalleled atmosphere and 
a truly unique shooting experience.  Sunday morning we shoot at Wing Pointe. 
http://www.wingpt.com The course has 20 stations and meanders through a rustic wood
ed environment.

“It is the month of June,
The month of leaves and roses,
When pleasant sights salute the eyes,
And pleasant scents the noses.” 
      Nathaniel Parker Willis

http://www.wingpt.com/
http://www.lvsclays.com/
http://www.whitetailpreserve.com/


Friday evening we will have cocktails and dinner at Gregory’s Steakhouse, “the home of 
the 120 ounce steak.” http://gregoryssteakhouse.com/  We won’t have that on our spe
cial menu but you can order that evening from your choice of either 24 oz. Ribeye Steak, 
20 oz. King Cut Prime Rib, Baby Back BBQ Ribs, 8 oz. Filet Mignon, or Stuffed Flounder.  
Saturday night we dine (and maybe quaff a beverage or three) at the Allentown Brew 
Works.  http://www.thebrewworks.com . The handcrafted beers brewed right in the 
restaurant might include Steelworkers’ Oatmeal Stout, Valley Golden, Steelgaarden Wit 
and the award winning Fegley’s ESB; seasonal taps have been frequented with beers rang
ing from Pale Ales and Wheats to Pumpkin Ale and Belgian Lambics. 

If you want to make a longer trip of it, also in the area are such family friendly attrac
tions as Crystal Cave: www.crystalcavepa.com, Dorney Park and Wild Water Kingdom: 
www.dorneypark.com and Lost River Caverns: www.lostcave.com.  Plenty of excellent 
shopping is also available for those wishing to help out the economy including, of course, 
just 29 miles away, Cabela's.  And for those who feel lucky, Sands Casino Resort Bethle
hem just opened with 3,000 slot machines and electronic table games as well as 40 up
scale stores and 4 nightclubs. http://www.sandsbethworks.com/

We have thirty rooms reserved at the Four Points by Sheraton, 3400 Airport Rd. Allen
town, PA (610.266.1000) at a special Ct. Traveler rate of $90.00 per night (double occu
pancy) which includes complimentary hot breakfast (omelet station, etc).  First  come, 
first serve.  Remember how quick the rooms went for the Spring trip. The “cut-off date” 
for accepting reservations into this room block is September 2, 2009.  You can either call 
the hotel and ask for the special Ct. Traveler rate or make your reservation on line at 
http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id=0904306042&key=6AEBE

If you have any questions, contact me at robert@schrager.org  or (if you must) 
203.531.6930.

Details and entry form also on the website. (Ed.)

mailto:robert@schrager.org
http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id=0904306042&key=6AEBE
http://www.sandsbethworks.com/
http://www.lostcave.com/
http://www.dorneypark.com/
http://www.crystalcavepa.com/
http://www.thebrewworks.com/
http://gregoryssteakhouse.com/


CONTACTING THE TRAVELERS... 

CTSCA.ORG – Webmaster: Jeff Hunter (jhunter@ctsca.org). 
CTSCA Home Office: Al Anglace, email aaa738@aol.com     (by far the best way) or telephone 
203 417-6295 if you absolutely must.
Editor: Phil Steinkraus, e-mail philistein@aol.com
Membership, Address Changes and Shooting Class status: Contact John Hachmann, at email 
obuc@optonline.net.
Guide Book advertising and other questions contact Dick Orenstein at email oren@umich.edu 
or call 203-226-5251. 
Past issues of Reload! are available online at  www.ctsca.org 

TENTITIVE    2009 CTSCA SHOOTING CALENDAR  

JUNE 20 MID HUDSON SPORTING GROUNDS (SATURDAY)
JULY 19 ORVIS SANDANONA
AUGUST 7-9 ADDIEVILLE EAST FARM
SEPTEMBER 20 MILLBROOK ROD & GUN CLUB
OCTOBER 2-4 FALL TOUR
OCTOBER 18 FAIRFIELD COUNTY PROTECTIVE ASSOC.
NOVEMBER 15 OLDE NEWGATE COON CLUB
DECEMBER 13 MID COUNTY ROD & GUN CLUB

FOR SALE  CLASSIFIED ADS  WANTED
See listings at ctsca.org 
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CTSCA Fall Trip 2009
Lehigh Valley Clays, Steaks and Brews

Friday, October 2, Saturday October 3 and Sunday October 4, 2009

Friday, October 2— 
12.30 PM: Whitetail Preserve, 118 Boulevard Road, Bloomsburg, PA 
  7.00 PM: Dinner: Gregory’s Steakhouse, Allentown PA

Saturday, October 3—
   9:30 AM: Lehigh Valley Sporting Clays, 2750 Limestone St. , Coplay, PA 

Lunch at Lehigh Valley Clubhouse (optional)
   7.00 PM:  Dinner:  Allentown Brew Works, Allentown, PA

Sunday, October 4—
   9.30 AM: Wing Pointe, 1414 Moselem Springs Road, Hamburg, PA

Accommodations: Four Points by Sheraton, 3400 Airport Rd. Allentown, PA (610.266.1000) 
at a special Ct. Traveler rate of $90.00 per night (double occupancy including complimentary hot 
breakfast).  Either call the hotel and ask for the special Ct. Traveler rate or make your 
reservation on line at 
http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id=0904306042&key=6AEBE

Mail to Robert Schrager, 60 East 42nd Street, 37th FL, New York, NY 10165
—Your Reservations must be received by September 17, 2009 —

==================================================
Meal Reservation Form

Restaurant Reservations MUST be Pre-Paid with this Form
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO CTSCA

Name:______________________________Name______________________________

Email___________________________________

Friday Eve: Gregory’s – $42.00 per person X_____    = $________
Your choice that night of 24 oz. Ribeye Steak, 
20 oz. King Cut Prime Rib, Baby Back BBQ Ribs, 
8 oz. Filet Mignon, Stuffed Flounder

Saturday Lunch:  Lehigh Valley  – $18.00 per person X_____    = $________

Saturday  Eve:  Brew Works – $45.00 per person X_____    = $________

Total due with Reservation:  $________
(Fill out both sides)
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CTSCA Fall Trip 2009
Lehigh Valley Clays, Steaks and Brews

Friday, October 2, Saturday October 3 and Sunday October 4, 2009

You can participate in any or every part of the weekend.  Designate your activities below.
All Shooting activity costs and cart rental charges will be paid directly to the range.

Friday, October 2 12.30 pm
Whitetail Preserve, 11 Boulevard Rd., Bloomsburg, PA (570.384.2314)

100 Sporting Clays

Saturday, October 3 9.30 am
Lehigh Valley Sporting Clays, 2750 Limestone St. , Coplay, PA (610.261.9616)

100 Sporting Clays
Lunch Break

100 Sporting Clays

Sunday, October 4 9.30 am
Wing Pointe, 1414 Moselem Springs Road, Hamburg, PA (610.562.6962)

100 Sporting Clays
(Wing Pointe does not have carts available for rental)

Questions:  Bob Schrager, Robert@Schrager.org or (if you must) 203.531.6930

Please complete reservation below and mail to be received by September 17, 2008 to
Robert Schrager, 60 East 42nd Street, 37th FL, New York, NY 10165

=====================================
Fall 2009 Shooting Reservations

Name:______________________________Name______________________________

Friday, October 2 12.30 pm
Whitetail Preserve 100 Sporting Clays Number_____

Saturday, October 3 
9.30 am Lehigh Valley Sporting Clays

100 Sporting Clays Number_____
Afternoon :

100 Sporting Clays Number_____

Sunday, October 4 9:30 am
Wing Pointe 100 Sporting Clays Number_____
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THE UPCOMING CTTRAVELERS   MONTHLY SHOOT

“CTSCA CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS”
A competition to distinguish the

“Best of the Best”

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 2009

MID HUDSON SPORTING CLAYS
411 N. OHIOVILLE ROAD, NEW PALTZ, NY

CHUCK DEVINNE, Defending Champion

DIRECTIONS: New York Thruway to Exit 18. Continue to Rt. 299 (200 yards). Turn right onto Route 299 (stay 
left) and continue approx. ¼ mile to the traffic light (Village Grille on corner). Turn left onto N. Ohioville 
Road and go 2.7 miles to club entrance on left.
Lodge phone: 845 255-7460.

REGISTRATION APPLICATION
YOUR APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 2009
Continental Breakfast opens at 8:30 AM – Shooting begins at 9:45 AM.

A luncheon will be served immediately after shooting at the

VILLAGE GRILLE
(Corner of Route 299 and Ohioville Road)

Entry Fee: $70.00 Member - $85.00 Guests.

Mail this application, and your check, payable to “CTSCA” to:
CTSCA, 16 Davis Road, Seymour, CT 06483

NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT SEND EXPRESS MAIL SIGNATURE REQUIRED!!!

List name(s) that are being paid with the enclosed check only.

1. ______________ 2. ___________________3. _______________
4. ______________ 5. ___________________6. _______________
If possible, please squad me with: ____________________________

The Club Championships is a SCRATCH competition. No gauge handicaps allowed.

Concurrent selection: please check if qualified: Lady___, Vet 1___,
Vet 2___, Junior (17 and younger)___

It is the responsibility of the shooter to record any concurrent participation on the score 
card. No exceptions!

NOTE: If you do not pre-register by the registration deadline you are not privileged to 
designate squad preference.
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